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INTRODUCTION (U)
(U) Accurate Computation of Complex high-speed flows will be an
essential ingredient in the successful design of the NASP. The current approach
to this computation is to solve the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations
using finite difference method_ An integral part of this approach consists of
the development and application of mathematical turbulence models which are
necessary in predicting the aerotherodynamic loads on the vehicle and the
performance of the propulsion plant. The purpose of this paper is to describe
computations of several high speed turbulent flows using various turbulence
models and-to evaluate the models by comparing computations with the results of
experimental measurements. The cases inves_gar_d include flows over insulated
and cooled flat plates with Mach numbers ranging from 2 to 8 and wall
temperature ratios ranging from 03, to 1.0. The turbulence models investigated
include zero-equation, two-equation and Reynolds-stress transport model_
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OUTLINE(U)
(U) This paper is organized as outlined below. It begins with a brief
discussion of the types of flows being investigated in our program of identifying
and developing successful turbulence models for hypersonic flows at Ames Research
Center. Then the basic turbulence models currently under study or planned for
future study are discussed. Included in this discussion are the two wall
treatments ut_ with the models and modifications for compre_ibflity useful
in complex flow situations. Numerical aspects of the computations are discussed
next. These include numerical grids and boundary conditions, and the numerical
methods or codes used with their corresponding turbulence models. The discussion
then moves on to a description of the experiments for insulated and cooled plates
and continues to a comparison of computations with experimental measurement_
paper ends with a discussion and conclusions based on the results presented and a
discussion of future work planned.
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TEST FLOWS UNDER STUDY (U)
(U) Representative test geometries and flows used for comparisons of
computation and experiment are shown below. The basic geometries include flat
plates, cones and blunt and pointed nose flows. More complicated flows include
shock-wave boundary-layer interaction flows arising from impinging shocks,
compression ramps and flares. For sufficiently strong shock waves these flows
are separated, and it is these cases that pose a strong challenge to the
turbulence modeller. Additional flows of interest, but not indicated below,
include free shear layers such as jets, wakes and mixing layers, as well as
various three-dimensional flows.
TEST MODEL GEOMETRIES USED FOR
COMPARISONS OF COMPUTATION AND
EXPERIMENT
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BASIC TURBULENCE MODELS (U)
(U) The basic turbulence models currently under study for NASP
applications are listed below. They include zero-, one-, and two-equation eddy
viscositymodels and Reynolds stresstransport model_ Six of the models are
investigated in the present study and include the Cebeci-Smith zero equation
model, the Jones-Launder, Wilcox and Coakley two equation modeL¢. These models
along with the Johnson-King and Chien models were investigated m an earlier
NASP paper, Ref. (14). New to the general investigation of hypersonic flows are
the Reynolds stress models, which include two variants of the incompressible
model of Launder, Reece and Rodk These models are the FRAME model (French
American Exchange) developed at Ames Research Center and the Launder-Shima
model developed at Manchester University. ALl of the models have been extended
to compressible flows from incompressible versions using Favre or mass weighted
averaging. Several more turbulence models are also listed m the table and
correspond either to models discussed in previous studies or to models of
interest in future studies. The open and closed circles indicate which type
of wall treatment - either wall dampers or wall functions - was used with each
model For the present study all of the models used wall dampers or the
integration-w-the-wall procedure.
BASIC MODEL
ZERO - ECUATION
BASIC TURBULENCE MOOELS (U)
ORIGINATORS REF UNDER STUDY AT AMES RES CTR
_hALL TREATMENTS
THIS PREVICUS
STUDY STUD I ES
CEBECl - SMITH ( 1 ) 0 0
BALDNIN- LQMkX (2) 0
JOHNSON- KING (3} O O
ONE - EQUATION BArN - BARTH (4) 0
1_O- EQUATION k-e JONES - L_R(5) O O • O
k-o CHIEN (6) O •
k-o GOLDOEFIG 17 ) 0
k-w WI LCCO( (8} 0 0 0
k-t SPEZIALE (9) O
q--w COAKLEY (10) O O O
REYNOLDS STRESS LRR FRAME [ 11 ) O O O
LRR t.NJN[_R - SHIMA(12) O O •
MSM Wl L(_0( (13) 0
0 - WM.L DM4PERS • - WkLL FUNCTIONS
FUTURE
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TURBULENCE MODELS - WALL TREATMENTS (U)
(U) The two approaches to wall treatments using turbulence models are
discussed more fully below. In the first approach, corresponding to the use of
wall damping functions and the procedure of integrating to the wall, strict no-
slip boundary conditions are applied to the flow variables at solidsurface_
In this approach, in order to mamtzin accuracy, it is usually necessary to
restrictthe firstmesh point off the wall to correspond to a value of y+ of
the order of one or less. Although this procedure is easy to implement, it has
the disadvantage that. with certaincodes and/or models, stabilityproblems and
slow convergence can be encountered. The alternativeapproach, that is the use
of wall functions based on the law of the wall, is popular and frequently used
in incompressibleflows. It has the advantage that. because the mesh spacings
near the wall can be two orders of magnitude larger than those used with the
wail damper approach, the resultingcomputations are usually more stable and
efficientand lead to faster convergence rates. Viegas and Rubesin, Ref. (15),
were the firstto extend the wall function approach to compressible flows.
Most of the applicationsof this approach to compressible flows have been to
insulated wails at Mach numbers equal to 3 or less. In preparing this paper,
the wall function approach was incorporated into the high Reynolds number
version of the Launder-Shima model. It was found that, although the insulated
wall cases were computed with reasonable accuracy, the cooled waLl computations
were seriouslyin error. For this reason we have omitted those resultshere,
so that all the models studied in this paper use the wall damper approach.
TURBULENCE MODELS - WALL TREATMENTS (U)
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(U) It has been our experience that turbulence models developed
originally for incompressible flows, when extended to compressible flows,
generally give good results for simple cases such as flat plates. This is not
the case, however, for more complex flow situations, where the basic turbulence
models frequently show serious dissagreement with experimental measurements.
In these cases it is advantageous to modify the models to more directly account
for compressibility effects and to thus provide better agreement with
measurement_ Several modifications, which have proven successful in practice,
along with theircorresponding flow situationsand characteristics are
below. The length stole compression modification was developed originallyby
Reynolds and Morel and _ur, Ref. (16), for low speed compressible flows but
was found useful for predicting shock induced separation at high speeds by Vuong
and Coakley, Ref. (10). The length scale limit, in which the length scale is
bounded from below by the Prandtl length scale was found to be useful in
predicting heat transfer at reatmchment, Ref. (10). Model modifications
identified with compressible dissipation and aimed at improving predictions
of compressible shear layers at high speeds were developed independently by
Zeman and Sarkar, RefL (17 and 18). Finally, Rubesin has recently developed
new modeling for certain compressible pressure-density-s_rain correlations
which are applicable to compressible flows in general, Ref. (19). For the
computations of the present study, none of these modifications were use&
Limited experimentation on flat plate flows with the first three modifications
indicated that the length scale compression and length scale limit modifications
gave predictions of CT and CH varying within plus or minus five percent from
unmodified model resulr.s. The Zeman modification was also tested and, at Mach
numbers above about 5, resulted in predictions of CF and CH roughly ten percent
below unmodified model results.
CCMPRESSIBILITY MODIFICATIONS (U)
NEED: FAILURE OF BASIC MODELS FOR CERTAIN FLON SITUATIONS
APPROACH: MODIFICATIONS THAT DO NOT COMPROMISE SIMPLE FLON PREDICTIONS
MODI F I CAT ION/AUTHOR
1. LENGTH SCALE COMPRESSION
( REYNOLDS. MOREL. MANSOUR )
2. LENGTH SCALE LIMIT
(MANSOUR AND OTHERS )
3. COMPRESSIBLE DISSIPATION
( ZEMAN AND SARKAR)
4. PRESSURE-DENS I TY-STRA I N
CORRELAT IONS (RUBES I N)
F LON S I TUAT I ON
SHOCK INDUCED
SEPARAT ION
HEAT TRANSFER
AT REATTACHMENT
CCMPRESS I BLE
SHEAR LAYERS AT
H I GH SPEEDS
COMPRESS I BLE FLOAS
I N GENERAL
CHARACTER I ST I CS
J, = kS/Z/e, • = k*w
_t j= 0 ( in simple )compress ions
= rain( 2.5y , k3/Zle)
• ---* ( 1 + f('Y'_/c) )*e
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(U) Typical numerical grids used in our studies are illustrarzd below.
In almost aU applications to date an exponentiaUy expanding grid was used in
the y direction. In the x direction both uniform and exponential spacing were
used for attached flows. For shock-wave boundary-layer interactions and
separated flows, uniform spacing was used in the region of interaction as
shown. We have recently begun grid refinement studies to establish criteria
for grid independent solution_ Some of our results are indicated below.
For attached (fiat plate) flows we find essentially grid independent solutions
can be achieved on relatively coarse grids having about 25 points in the
boundary layer. For separated flows (shock-wave boundary layer-interactions)
a mesh spacing ratio of I/4 or less gives grid independent solution_ However,
with separated flows we have found significant variations in solutions as the
grid is refined in the y direction and have yet to determine criteria for grid
independent solutions in this direction.
NUMERICAL GRIDS (U)
Y DIRECTION: EXPONENTIAL SPACING
X DIRECTION: ATTACHED FLON; UNIFORM - EXPONENTIAL SPACING
SEPARATED FLON; UNIFORM SPACING - _x/_ < 1/4
GRID ,_EFINE]VlENT STUDIES (PRIMARILY k - w kEX:)EL)
FLAT PLATE FLOhS - 1% - 2% VARIATIONS IN CF AND CH WITH
÷
0.1 < Y t < 1.0 , 25 < Jedge < 90
SEPARATED FLOWS - SMALL VARATIONSWITH /_xl_ - 114 - 1/8
(UNDER STUDY) - SIGNIFICANT VARIATIONS WITH Jedge - 30, 60, 90
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NUMERICAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS (U)
(U) Numerical boundary conditions used in the computations are
summarized below. At solid wall boundaries, no-slip conditions are utilized
as indicated. Boundary conditions appropriate to the scale equation (e or w)
of the two-equation and Reynolds stress models are also indicated. The proper
use of these boundary conditions is frequently critical to the successful
application of the model to practical problems. For example, for the k-w
model, the use of the lower bound on the solution for w (actuaLly an
interior condition rather than a boundary condition), which corresponds to an
exact solution of the w equation in the laminar sublayer, is essential for
achieving stable and accurate solutions, The formula relating e to the
derivative of the turbulent kinetic energy for the L-S model is of a similar
nature, also enhancing stability and accuracy. Boundary conditions at the
upstream or inflow boundary are also indicated. Free stream conditions are as
shown. For some models these free stream conditions can be applied all the way
to the wail. For other models, it is necessary to prescribe profiles of
velocity, temperature and turbulence variables at the upstream boundary in
order to achieve stable solution._ The models corresponding to these two
situations are as indicated.
NUMER I CAL BOUNDARY COND I T IONS (U)
V_LL BOUNOARY :
y ,- 0
UPSTREAM BOUNDARY :
x - 0
u - v - k - u._uj - p_- 0 . T_ - 0 or T - Twnll
k - • MOOEL • - 0 ( • - epsilon )
k -w MODEL w >t 80])/y ( w- omega )
q - w MOOEL w,,_ - 0 ( q - k )
FRAME MDOEL e,_ - 0
2
L - S MOOEL • - 2)) (_)'y_'l_ Y)_j,,o
FREE STREAM OOfR)ITIONS u, v, p, T - constant
"V_=/u_- .001 - .005 , (/LCr///t_) - .01 - 1.0 (defines
PROFILES REQUIRED : k - • , FRAME
PROFILES NOT REQD : k - w , q - w , C - S , L - S
e_)
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NUMERICAL METHODS AND MODELS (U)
(U) The numerical method/code used with each turbulence model is
shown below. The MacCormack 1981 method, Ref.(20), utilizes an explicit -
implicit factored ADI proceedure to solve the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
equations. The model used with this code is the FRAME Reynolds stress model
The method and code of Coakley 1983, Ref_(21_2), is also a factored ADI
proceedure utilizing 2nd order upwind differencing of mviscid fluxe_ ModeLs
used in this code were all the two-equation models and the Cebeci-Smith zero-
equation model. A new code developed by Huang (and Coakley) 1990, which
utilizes TVD techniques and a symmetric Gauss-Sidel line relaxation method
was used with the L - S model This code also incorporated several two-equation
modeLs including the Ckien k-e model and the Coakley q-w model Solutions
obtained with these two models in the Huang code were essentially identical
with solutions obtained with the Coakley code. Also shown below are typical
Courant numbers (in the x direction) used with each code which are indicative
of the relative stability and rate of convergence to steady state solution_
NUMERICAL METHODS AND MODELS (U)
METHOD/C(X)E
MACCORMACK 1981
OOAKLEY 1983
HUANG 1990
FEATURES
(FINITE VOLUME)
EXPLICIT-IMPLICIT
UPWlNDAF-ADI
TVD SGS RELAXATION
MODELS
(THIS STUDY)
FRAME
"RAO EQ. MOOELS
L - S
COURANT NO.
(u + cVStlAx
0.1 - 1.0
1.0- 10.0
1.0 - oo
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EXPERIMENTS FOR INSULATED AND COOLED PLATES (U)
(U) Results of experimental measurements used in the comparisons
with computation are shown below. They were obtained from Ref. (23) and consist
of plots of local sk_-friction coefficient vs momentum thickness Reynolds
number. Also shown is the Karman-Schoenherr correlation curve. The results
are shown for both adiabatic (insulated) and non adiabatic (cooled) walL_
Since the Karman-Schoenherr curve is based on incompressible measurements,
the compressible measurements have been transformed to incompressible form
using the van Driest transformation to allow direct comparison_ In this way
the effects of Mach number and wall temperature ratios on skin friction are
collapsed essentia_y to a single curve. The numerical computations to be
discussed shortly have been similarly transformed. The differentsymbols on
the curves correspond to different Mach numbers, Reynolds numbers, and, where
appropriate,wal.I temperature ratiosTW/TAW where TAW is the adiabaticwall
temperature- To be consistentwith Ref. (23), a recovery factor of 0.9 was
used in computing TAW, and a Reynolds analogy factor (2CH/CF) of 1.0 was
assumed in deriving a heat transfer correlation from the Karman-Schoenherr
skin friction correlation.
I0"| ! i I I I J ! J ! I I I w i | ! w ! !
DRIEST Tt
---- _R_.- scHoz_m
10-3 _ . t ,,I
4,,o_ Jo_
I I I I L L 1_1 L 1 t 1
I0 4 6xlO 4
C.enerelization of adiabatic-wall skin friction
measured on fiat plates; C! and Re_ directly measured;
M, - 1.5 -,. 5.8.
io-!
| I I I I I i / i , I p | i | l l
VANI_I(ST I
iO.:K d .... I_z ..........
m_
Generalization of nonadJabatlc-wall skin friction
measured on flat plates; C/directly measured; 3/r. - 2.8-_ 7.4.
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SKIN FRICTION ON AN ADIABATIC FLAT PLATE (U)
(U) Comparisons of computed and measured skin-friction on insulated
plates are shown below and on the next three pages. Shown below are
computations using the Cebeci-Smith, k-w and q-w models which are compared
with the experimental results discussed on the previous page. It is apparent
from these results that all three models give reasonable predictions of skin
friction and are within the bounds of experimental error. The most accurate
overall agreement is achieved with the k-w model, although best agreement at
the highest roach number (of 8) is achieved with the C-S model. The black
circles shown on the k-w model results were obtained using a refined grid with
Jedge = 60 points, compared with results obtained with the standard grid which
had Jedge = 35 points in the boundary layer.
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SKIN FRICTION ON AN ADIABATIC FLAT PLATE
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(U) In the below set of figures, the three additional models are
compared with experiment, it.., the Jones-Launder, Launder-Shima and FRAME
modelL In these cams, it it found that the FRAME model predictions show
very good agreement with experiment, whereas the Jones-Launder and Launder-
S_ma models show relatively poor agreement. It should be noted that
predictionsusing the FRAME model at a Mach number of 2 are not show-- This
was due to the inability of the code to achieve stable solutions at this Mach
number. Some difficulty wm also encountered at Mach 3, and this is indicated
in the figure try the scatter of points (circles). With respect to the Jones-
Launder predictions, a systematic departure of solutions with increasing
Mach number it otmrved, whereas with the Launder-ShJma model although all
predictiom are very consistent in falling on the same curve as the Mach
number is varied, the .tope of the curve diffem substantially from that
of the KArman-Schoenherr curve. It is felt that these departures are due
to the low-Reynolds-number damping functi_cns of each mode and not to any
other grid or code-related reason. In this regard, several two-equation
models wee tested in the Hmmg code (Llong with the L-S model), including
CoLUey q-w model and the Chien k-e model and it was found that results
obm_ed wee essentially identical with those ohm/ned with the Coak]ey
code. Comparing the predictions of all six models, it appears that the k-w
and FRAME models give the best predictiotm of insulated wall skin friction
KARMANN-SCHOENHERR LAW
I"1 MACH NO.=_.O
0 MACH NO.-3.0
A MACH NO.=5.0
• MACH NO.=_,.O
X MACII NO.-8.O
10"
U
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EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON ADIABATIC SKIN FRICTION (U)
(U) In the following two sets of figures, the foregoing plots
of CF vs RTHErA are replotted as percent variation in skin friction
from theory versus Mach number, with individual symboLs corresponding
to momentum thickness Reynolds number. The conclusions made earlier
in comparing the C-S, k-w and q-w models are reconfirmed by the results
shown below. The C-S model does best at the highest Mach number, whereas
the k-w model is best at the lower three Mach numbers.
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON ADIABATIC SKIN FRICTION ON A FLAT PLATE
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EFFEcT OF MACH NUMBER ON ADIABATIC SKIN FRICTION (CONT) (U)
(U) The effect of Mach number on adiabaticskin frictionas given
by the Jones-Launder, Launder-Shima and FRAME models are shown below.
the superiorityof the FRAME model resultsis apparent. It is interestingto
note that the Jones-Launder and Launder-Shima models show similar trends
with Mach number, iz_ increasingnegative variation with increasingMach
number. However, the Jones-Launder model most be considered superior co
the Launder-Shima model in that the spread or scatterof poin_ parameterized
by the momentum thicknessReynolds number is considerably smaller.
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SKIN FRICTION ON A NON-ADIABATIC FLAT PLATE (U)
(U) In the following sets of results, we show comparisons of
skin friction and heat transfer with experimental measurements at a
Math number of 5 with varying wall temperature ratios from 0.2 to 0.8.
In the first two figures, results for skin friction plotted against
momentum thickness Reynolds number are shown. Also shown are the
experiemtnal measurements and the Karman-Shoenherr curve, ha the
results shown below, is apparent that the k-w model gives the best
overall agreement with experiment. The Cebeci-Smith and q-w models,
although agreeing reasonably well with experiment at the higher
temperature ratios, break down at the lowest wall temperature ratio
(Tw/Taw = 0.2), with the C-S model predictions falling above the curve
and q-w predictions falling below it.
l0 "a
SKIN FRICTION ON A NON-ADIABATIC FLAT PLATE AT MACH NO. = 5
KARMANN-SCHOENHRRR LAW
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SKIN FRICTION ON A NON-ADIABATIC FLAT PLATE (CONT) (U)
(U) In the comparisons shown below, the Jones-Launder, Launder-Shima
and FRAME model predictions are compared with experiment and theory. It is
apparent that none of the models give entirely good agreement with theory
and experiment, although the departures exhibited by each model are
distinctive and different. The Jones-Launder model agrees well at the
lowest temperature ratio and departs at the higher ratios. The Launder-
Shima model shows a behavior similar to that shown for the adiabatic wall
case, that is, small variations with respect to temperature variations but
an incorrect slope of C£ vs RTHEFA. The FRAM]_ model shows negative departures
with increasing wall temperatures and was unable to provide prediction of
the lowest temperature ratio due to stabitity problems with the code. With
regard to the predictions of all six models, it is apparent that the k-w
model gives the best overall agreement.
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SKIN FRICTION ON A NON-ADIABATIC FLAT PLATE AT MACH NO. = 5
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WALL TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON SK/N FRICTION (U)
(U) The results of the previous two figures are replotted in the
following two figures with percent variation in CF-plotted versus temperature
ratio. In the first figure below, we find that the k-w model generally gives
the best overaU agreement. The breakdown of the Cebeci-Smith model at the
lowest temperature ratio is apparent, while the q-w model probably shows the
best trend with the dam but with a consistent negative error of about 10-15q'_
WALL TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON SKIN FRICTION, FLAT PLATE, M=5
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WALL TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON SKIN FRICTION (CONT) (U)
(U) The effect of wall temperature on skin friction at M=5 using the
Jones-Launder, Launder-Shima and FRAME models are shown in the following
figure. In these cases, the Jones-Launder and Launder-Shima models give the
best agreement at the lowest temperature ratios but depart significantly from
experiment at the higher ratios. The FRAME model also shows significant
departures from experiment. It is apparent from these two sets of plots that
the k-w model gives the best overall agreement with experiment followed by
the FRAME model.
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WALL TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON STANTON NUMBER (U)
(U) The effect of wall temperature on heat transfer at M=5 is
shown on the next two figure_ In these figures,the percent variation
in Stanton number is plotted versus wall temperature ratio. In the first
figure shown below, we find that the q-w model gives the best overall
agreement with measurement and theory, while the Cebeci-Smith model gives
the worst agreemenT. The k-w model gives results intermediate between the
other two models. Although it gives the worst agreement, the C-S model
does show the smallest variation with momentum thickness Reynolds number
(i.e. the spread of individual symbols), and this could be an advantage
if modifications to the model could be found to improve the basic agreement
and trend_
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WALL TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON STANTON NUMBER (CONT) (U)
(U) The effect of wall temperature on St_nton number at M=5 using
the additional three models is shown in the figure below. Here we find
that none of the models show very good agreement with experiment- The
FRAME model shows the greatest departures from theory/correlation but gives
the correct trend with wall temperature. The Jones-Launder and Launder-Shima
models show smaller (but sxill large) departures but have large spreads with
respect to Reynolds number. It is clear that the best overall model in
predicting heat transfer is the q-w model
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CONCLUSIONS (U)
(U) A summary of the basic resultsdiscussedpreviously is given
below. For skin frictionon insulated plates,the Jones-Launder and Launder-
Shima models show poorest agreement, while the k-w and FRAM_ models show best
agreement, well within the experimental scatter. The Cebeci-Smith and q-w
models also show good agreement. For skin frictionon cooled plates,the
calculationsshow greaterdepartures,especiallyat the lowest wall
temperatures. The best performing model in this case is the k-w model
The poorest performers were the q-w and Launder-Shima model_, It is
interestingto note that,although the L-S model is dificientin predicting
the correct slope of the CF vs RTHETA curves, it is the most consistent;
that is, the computed points lie closestto a single line. Thus, if the
model can be improved by predicting the correct slope, it may give the most
accurate overall prediction_ For heat transfer to cooled plates, the
Cebeci-Smith and FRAME models show the greatest departures from experiment,
while the q-w model shows the lea_
CONCLUS IONS (U)
1. FOR SKIN FRICTION ON INSULATED PLATES
a. J-L & L-S MODELS SI-ION POOREST AGREEMENT
b. k-w & FRAME MODELS SI-IEM/ BEST AGREEMENT
2. FOR SKIN FRICTION ON COOLED PLATES
a. C-S, ¢l-W, J-L & L-S kCX)ELS SHON POOREST AGREEMENT
b. k-w MODEL SHOAS BEST AGREEMENT
3. L-S MODEL SHE)AS MOST CONSISTENT RESULTS BUT GIVES
INCORRECT SLOPE TO CURVES OF CF VS RTHETA
4. FOR HEAT TRANSFER TO COOLED PLATES
a. C-S & FRAME MODELS SHON POOREST AGREEMENT
b. Q-W MODEL SI-IONS BEST AGREEMENT
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FUTURE WORK (U)
(U) A partial list of tasks to be completed in the future is listed
below. One of the first tasks will be to improve predictions of the Launder-
Shima model, probably by modifying the low Reynolds number damping functions.
Closely allied with this task will one to test the FRAME model m the Huang
code to resolve and eliminate any purely numerical differences, some of which
might be the source of the poor L-S prediction_ One of the most important
tasks will be to complete the grid refinement studies of separated shock-wave
boundary-layer interaction flows, As noted in the paper, significant variations
in solutions with respect to grid point spacing in the normal direction have
been found, and these must be understood and resolved. Although not reported
here, considerable work has been done with wall functions for high speed flows,
but they have been found to be especially deficient for highly cooled wall_
We hope to remove these deficiencies in the future. Additional tasks include
improvements in the Johnson-King (zero-equation) model for hypersonic flows,
and testing of several additional models which are of interest. These are
the recently developed Baldwin-Berth one-equation model, the two-equation
models of Speziale and Goldberg, and the multi-scale Reynolds stress model
of Wilcox. Coincident with the above tasks with be applying our best models
to the computation of additional test flows.
FUTURE V_ORK (U)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
IMPROVE LAUNDER-SH I MA MODEL
TEST FRAME MODEL IN HUANG CODE
CONTINUE GRID REFINEMENT STUDIES OF SEPARATED FLO/_
RUN REYNOLDS STRESS MODELS ON SEPARATED FLCM_
IMPROVE _#Z,LL FUNCTIONS FOR OOOLED V_4L,LLS
IMPROVE JOHNSON-KING MODEL FOR HYPERSONIC FLO/_
TEST BALDNIN-BARTH, SPEZIALE, GOLDBERG & WILCOX M.S. MODELS
RUN ADDITIONAL TEST FLO/_ WITH BEST MODELS
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